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ScanMaster-ELM is an OBD-2/EOBD diagnostic control tool based on vehicle diagnostic obd-II/EOBD standards, developed specifically for ELM327 chip company ELM Electronics. With ELM327 based interface ScanMaster is the ideal OBD solution (also a scan tool or OBD scanner called) to diagnose all OBD-2-capable systems and is very well suited to car repair shops, even with sophisticated home
and hobby mechanics. All control devices for vehicles supporting OBD-2 are automatically detected and can be diagnosed using our software. Many vehicles are out of the engine and have automatic transmissions, braking systems, transmission and other controls. Among other things, ScanMaster ELM 2.1 offers extensive features and additional analyses based on diagnostic interface data in addition to
standard diagnostic capabilities. These include: measurement of fuel consumption and live viewing acceleration of the vehicle from 0-100 km/h to very comprehensive performance measurement, allowing non-invasive and expensive dyno-test performance measurement (KW/HP and Nm) engine Reading out and deleting problems with code older OBD-1 Opel and Alfa Romeo vehicle dashboard (instrument
cluster) allowing non-invasive and expensive dyno-test performance measurement (KW/HP and Nm) engine reading through and deleting problems with code older OBD-1 Opel and Alfa Romeo vehicles Dashboard (instrumental hatch), which allows non-invasive and expensive dyno-test performance measurement (KW/HP and Nm) engine reading out and deleting problems with code for older OBD-1 Opel
and Alfa Romeo vehicles Dashboard (instrument cluster) that allows non-invasive and expensive dyno-test performance measurement (KW/HP and Nm) engine reading through and deleting problems with code older OBD-1 Opel and Alfa Romeo vehicles Dashboard (instrument cluster) , which allows non-invasive and expensive dyno-test performance measurement (KW/HP and Nm) engine reading out and
deleting problems with code older OBD-1 Opel and Alfa Romeo vehicles Dashboard (instrumental XP, 2003, Vista, Windows7, 8, 8.1 (32 and 64bit) Supported interfaces: all based on ELM327 chip serial number, USB, BlueTooth or WLAN (WiFi) interface. Discussion adapters and connections - usage, problems, solutions stormy1958 Posts: 1 Joined: Wed Sep 26, 2018 6:40 Vehicle: px1 ranger 3.2 car 2012
Post by Stormy1958 » Wed Oct 03, 2018 9:24 9:24 Am I have to install almost any driver set I can not find, but Forscan says it can not find the ELM tool. I have a plug switch for HS / MS switching &amp; I use a USB cable ... any help where I get the right drivers would be welcome. sloryd66 Posts: 9 Joined: Thu Sep 30, 2018 11:05 11:05 Vehicle: 2012 Ford Edge Limited Post by sloryd66 » Thu Oct 04, 2018
1:29 pm try to disconnect the cable, close the Forscan switch, restart Forscan and connect the cable. Some have mentioned that the switches are not labeled properly to HS / MS and it does not it initially if the switch is in the wrong position .... when it is started, Forscan tells you when to reverse the switch to another position. Andyfocus Posts: 559 Joined: Sun Sep 16, 2018 1:35 pm Vehicle: ford focus 1.0
ecoboost (100ps) 2017 Post by Andyfocus » Sat Oct 06, 2018 10:10 pm if you still need drivers then, pop open unit , look for a 16 foot chip just when near the USB cable plug on the table, this chip enulates serial usb , find the number chip ( my is pl-2303hx ) , then either after it here and il post drivers or link them or search for an elm download website , part drivers. I am Am the same as what you just
forscan user still learn . The search function exists for a reason to use it. can not you no longer pm me your 1 or 0 posts so do not try. webd Posts: 4 Joined: Wed May 08, 2019 12:15 vehicle: Ford F150 2.7 2018 Post by veedubs » N May 16, 2019 I was skeptical but finally got drivers working with older ELM327 module package 5! Patience is paramount. Claudemir Batista Posts: 2 Joined: Friday 22 Nov
2019 11:59 Pm Vehicle: NEW FIESTA 1.5 ANO 2014 PLACA FHM1788 Post by Claudemir Batista » Sat Nov 23, 2019 11:52 pm Boa noide! Adquiri um scanner ELM 327 forscan e meu laptop Windows 7 fiz tudo direto com forscan mais não consigo de forma alguma configurar driver no computador com o CD que veio junto, windows não aceita. Pode me ajudar? Claudemir Batista Posts: 2 Joined: Friday
22 Nov 2019 11:59 Vehicle: NEW FIESTA 1.5 ANO 2014 PLACA FHM1788 Post by Claudemir Batista » Sun 24 Nov 2019 12:03 am Boa noite! Adquiri um scanner ELM 327 forscan e meu laptop Windows 7 fiz tudo direto com forscan mais não consigo de forma alguma configurar driver no computador com o CD que veio junto, windows não aceita e surgiu código erro 28. Pode me ajudar? f-wolf Posts:
858 Joined: Sat 18 Apr 2015 12:41Pm 12:41am 12:41am 12:41pm 12:41am 12:41am 12:41am 6:14pm Nós usamos inglês aqui Re, Good evening! I bought a forscan ELM 327 scanner and my Windows 7 laptop did everything directly forscan but I can not somehow configure the driver computer CD that was included, windows do not accept and the error code 28 came. Can you help me? Find aqui On read
here: (Se o ELM327 USB não estiver configurado corretamente, de acordo com as instruções abaixo - o software OBD nem detectará o cabo - quanto mais conectar-se ao veículo.) (If the ELM327 USB is not set up properly according to the instructions below — the OBD software does not even detect the cable — let alone connect to the vehicle.) ... 2-software Translate Traduzir ... _4Q4dUDCAs
goodnight142 Posts: 2 Joined: Friday Nov 22, 2019 8:31 pm Vehicle: 2019 Ford F250 Superduty Post by goodnight142 » Sun Nov 24, 2019 6:05 pm Hey Guys. I have updated all my drivers and everytime I try to connect to forscan I get an error unavle connect to the vehicle. make sure that the ignition key is ON, and try again that the vehicle is in accessories mode. Still not connecting. Do you have any
advice? Auto Scanner ELM OBD2 OBD Auto Doctor Torque Pro Dash OBD Auto Doctor Need to know what software to download use your wireless OBD2 scanner? Let me guess. You're here looking for the best ELM327 free downloadable software, right? If that's the case, you've come to the right place. Hi, it's Matt. I worked a lot of cars, and I really think a lot! I started tinkering with cars in high school.
My experience allowed me to test the drive and diagnosis models, including reputable German cars. I became particularly fond of the OBD2 system of modern cars. If your vehicle is 1996 or later, you have an OBD2-compatible car. Without the OBD2 diagnostic system, it is very difficult to determine the nuances of your car's engine. When something goes wrong, it all becomes a time-consuming guessing
game. The type of ELM327 software depends all on the make and model of your vehicle. The ELM327 microchip is primarily designed to operate with modern vehicles using the CAN OBD2 protocol (ISO 15765-4). However, the chip is also compatible with the following OBD2 protocols: SAE J1850 PWM (41.6 kbps) and VPW (10.4 kbps) ISO 9141-2 ISO 142 30-4 KWP ISO 15765-4 CAN SAE J1939 (250
Kbps and 500kbit/s) If you have an older car, you must check your vehicle's OBD2 protocol. This ensures that your scanner and ELM327 software are compatible with your vehicle. Before reading, we recommend that you watch this video with ChrisFix to get a crash course using one of these wireless OBD2 scanners. How to get rid of Check Engine Light If you have previously bought an OBD2 ELM327
scanning tool, you are probably dealing with checking the engine came from the console. But for the scanning tool to work, you'll also need to download a paid or free version of the ELM327 autodiagnostics software. Depending on the scanning tool, ELM327 or OBD2 will communicate with the scanning tool in principle to show you specific vehicle parameters, i.e. read and show the meaning of the control
engine fire dash. Related: OBD2 app for Android, iPhone and Windows So if you are using Windows on a laptop or computer, you need elm327 software designed for Windows. But if you are using a wireless Wi-Fi OBD2 scanning tool such as Foseal or Bluedriver, you need to download compatible ELM327 software. Since both of the scanners mentioned above are designed to work wirelessly with Android
devices, all you need to do is download a compatible app to Google Play and you're ready to work. After pairing the app with the Scan tool, you can start auto diagnostics! picture courtesy of Chris Running Car Diagnostics with ELM327 software When everything is ready, here are the things you need to do: Download ELM327 software and install the device. Do not start the program/software. Wait until 3.
Connect the ELM327 OBD2 scanner or Bluetooth interface to your vehicle's OBD2 port. If you're using a USB scanner, simply connect the USB interface to your laptop. Turn on the car ignition, but don't start the engine! At this point, you can run the ELM327 software. It automatically detects the OBD2 reader and the vehicle ecu. That's it! You can go and play the functions and settings of elm327 software.
Of course, if the main reason is to diagnose the source of the control engine came, you can continue to do so too. Let me issue astern if your vehicle has a control engine light and you delete the error code using the OBD2 scanner, the code will reappear and the control engine light will light up once again if the problem was not fixed. This may mean cleaning or replacing engine sensors and certain parts of
the vehicle, such as fuel filters or catalytic converters. So, which ELM327 compatible software should I run for my Windows, Android, iOS device? Below you'll find out what we think is the best free ELM327 compatible software for Windows, Android, and iOS devices. The best ELM327 software for Windows smartphones Please note if you are looking for OBD2 software for Windows Laptop / PC, they do
not work. If you want to use USB ELM327 on your laptop, you'll need to check out software like PCMScan or AutoEnginuity. What to note, let's talk about 2 apps for Windows smartphones that pair well with wireless OBD2 adapters: 1. Car Scanner ELM OBD2 Car Scanner ELM OBD2 app is free to download. Compatible with Windows 10, Windows 8.2, Windows 10 Mobile, and Windows Phone 8.1. This
app was inspired by Android OBD2 apps like OBD Car Doctor and Torque. Although Car Scanner ELM ODB2 is still a Beta version, as I speak, it managed to work very well with our Windows laptop and smartphone. We were able to diagnose OBD2 error codes and read sensor data in our test vehicle park without any unusual errors. But since Car Scanner ELM OBD2 is still Beta, you can expect a few
errors when first used. If you download this software to a Windows mobile device, make sure that the default installation location is set to phone memory. The latest Windows Mobile 10 Update is an error that makes it difficult to download and install software on an SD card device, but it should be fixed quickly. Recommended system requirements are: OS Windows 8 Mobile, Windows 8.1 Architecture x86,
x64, ARM64 Notes Bluetooth ELM327 dongle or Wi-Fi ELM327 dongle You can download Car Scanner Free ELM OBD2 software on this link. 2. OBD Auto Doctor You can download the FREE version of OBD Auto Doctor at microsoft store here. In my opinion, the free download version is good enough for average users. But if you require more features, such as monitoring real-time fuel economy, clearing
error codes, or reading sensor data, you need a paid version of the OBD Auto Doctor. However, there is a slight warning. If you're using a Windows laptop or PC, the paid version of the software is a little expensive. OBD Auto Doctor offers an Express plan for $39.95 and a Standard Plan for $59.95. If you fix cars for life, you need a business plan that costs you $199.95. However, for mobile devices, OBD
Auto Doctor is compatible with Windows 10 Mobile, Windows Phone 8.1, and Windows Phone 8. You need to download the free version of the app and upgrade to the Pro version for about $9.99 through an in-app purchase. When it comes to the best ELM327 free software for Windows, OBD Auto Doctor the selection of letters. The recommended system requirements are: OS Windows 8 Mobile
Architecture x86, x64, ARM, ARM64 Notes ELM327 compatible OBD2 adapter. Both Bluetooth and Wi-Fi are supported. ELM327 Bluetooth software for Android 1. Torque Pro Do not get me wrong to torque Lite. The free version of Torque is good enough for basic applications, but it had trouble reading the fault codes for some Nissan and Subaru vehicles. Torque Lite also includes a fair share of ads within
the app, which some users may find annoying. Torque Lite is still one of the best free ELM327 software you can download today, but power users can download the more powerful Torque Pro for about $5. The great thing about Torque Pro is the built-in dyno feature. This allows you to measure the horsepower and torque ratings of your vehicle without paying huge money in the tuning shop. The app can
also measure 0-60 mph time in your vehicle if you are interested in such a thing. But the thing I like most about Torque Pro is the Track Recorder. You might think of it as the vehicle's black box, which records all your driving data. It's great for high performance or racing applications. If you don't want to spend $5 on Torque Pro, Torque Lite is one of the best options for Android devices. The recommended
system requirements are: OS for Android 4.1 and Up Notes 16Megabyte Size 2. DashCommand You can drive the smarter DashCommand OBD ELM app for Android. This is a free OBD2 app that you can download from the Google Play Store. What I actually like about DashCommand is a enriched user experience. Did you know that you can still use the DashCommand OBD app on your Android
smartphone or tablet even without a separate ELM327 code reader? That's right. However, dashcommandi allows you to view and monitor gas prices, engine light failure searches, and vehicle maintenance procedures. But if you hook the OBD2 scanner, you can diagnose and read engine fault codes and monitor the I/M readiness of your vehicle. I did encounter some problems with DashCommand on my
old Samsung phone. The application sometimes freezes or crashes after a connection to bluetooth. But for newer Samsung devices with updated versions of Android, the operation was smooth and smooth. You can download the free version of DashCommand here. The recommended system requirements are: OS for Android 4.4 and up to notes 49Megabyte size ELM327 WiFi software for iOS Apple
Devices 1. OBD Auto Doctor If you have an Apple or iOS device, you can not go wrong obd auto doctor. Pair this app with your scanning tool and it's one of the smoothest and most accurate free ELM327 software for Apple tablets and smartphones. Free download OBD Car Doctor can be downloaded here. It can scan, read and diagnose engine fault codes, so that you can determine the source control of
the engine light. However, the PRO version of the OBD Car Doctor can be yours for only $3.99 and includes a complete suite of features including real time engine parameters, GPS support and fuel economy display. If you are a professional user or if you like to install go-fast mods on your drive, OBD Car Doctor PRO is the best option for you. 2020 and renewal. The prices of this app have changed
slightly. Here's updated prices: OBD Auto Doctor Pro: $26.99 Monthly $4.99 Annual $19.99 System requirements: iOS 10.0 or higher. Compatible with iPhone, iPad and iPod touch. Size 39.1 MB Conclusion You do not have to look long and hard free ELM327 software. With our list of the best downloadable OBD2 apps, you can start working on your vehicle without spending more money in the process.
Make sure you have a scanning tool that is associated with the obd2 elm327 software. Check out our top rated adapters below: Android OBD2 Scan Tool for iPhone OBd2 Scan Tool Tool
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